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The Gin Guild is an international group working with gin
distillers and those in the gin industry from the UK and around
the world to provide leadership and focus to the promotion of
this exciting spirit category.

Gin has a rich and colourful history. From
crazes to palaces, it has offered courage in
battle, sparked riots and provoked law
changes.

The Guild provides a vibrant industry community, defined by a
shared professional interest and shared ideals and experiences,
in a congenial and companionable atmosphere. This reflects
both the established and traditional history of the Gin trade
in which London played a key part, as well as incorporating
contemporary experiences.

The Gin Guild aims to ensure gin’s prominent
place in the future by bringing together gin
distillers and industry leaders involved in the
production, marketing, distribution and
consumption of gin from across the globe.

The titular head of the Gin Guild is the Grand Rectifier. The
current holder is Ed Pilkington who is the Chief Marketing and
Innovation Officer - Diageo North America.
Ed started his career as a Graduate at Guinness plc and in his
first role was fortunate to manage distributors in the
Caribbean. He then moved into a strategy role before spending
a couple of years at L’Oréal. Ed then re-joined the drinks
business and had sixteen years “on the road” with Diageo in a
variety of roles, including Marketing Director for Australia,
Marketing and Innovation Director for Latin America (based in
Miami) and Global Category Director for Vodka, Rum and Gin
(based in Amsterdam).
Ed is passionate about the drinks industry and brand building
in general. Ed is a Keeper of the Quaich (Scotch whisky) and a
Liveryman of the Worshipful Company of Distillers. As a brand
builder Ed enjoys looking at how to build great brands and is
an author at Marketing Week with a regular column.

The Gin Guild promotes and encourages
commitment to excellence in gin distillation
and industry custodianship of the category.

Installations to the Gin Guild are held at various times of the
year and include the Guild’s spring installation and Annual Gin
Industry Dinner, or Guild installation at the highly prestigious
and traditional venue of the Mansion House, London, followed
by the formal Banquet of the Worshipful Company of Distillers,
in the famous banqueting room.

The Guild’s own history is intertwined with
gin’s eventful past. The Gin Guild was
incorporated by the Worshipful Company of
Distillers, one of London’s traditional livery
bodies, incorporated by Royal Charter in 1638.

The Guild brings together gin distillers and industry leaders
involved in the production, marketing, distribution and
consumption of gin (together with other interested parties), in
order to promote and encourage commitment to excellence in
gin distillation and industry custodianship of the
spirit category.

Gin Guild members are international and
include those from the UK, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Japan, India, Italy, Liechtenstein,
Mexico, Norway, The Czech Republic, Spain,
Sweden, USA.

The Guild does not seek to promote any particular branded
product or products. It aims to bring together the widest range
of products and their distillers and those associated in the
wider industry, in order to provide a valued forum for all those
involved in gin production, sales, marketing and distribution.
The Guild management committee includes representatives
from the four largest UK Gin Distillers – Bacardi, Chivas
Brothers, Diageo and William Grant and Sons (the four Guild
founders), with other Guild members.
The founder companies are each represented by a corporate
Founder Warden, with others from those companies as
Rectifiers. Other Gin distilleries and brand owners are
represented by Warden Rectifiers. Individual Guild members
are known as Rectifiers.

The Guild only recognises gin styles produced by distilling
ethyl alcohol in stills traditionally used for gin, in the presence
of juniper berries and other botanicals.

Gin & Tonic Networking Serves
The team from Merchant’s Heart, in a post seminar
networking session, will be offering a selection of serves.
They will be offering the following, but are happy if you
would like to choose your own glass and own garnish.
• Beefeater with Merchant’s Heart Tonic with orange and
lemon twist with 1 drop of orange blossom water
• Bombay Sapphire with Merchant’s Heart Pink
Peppercorn with Pink Grapefruit twist and fresh
raspberries
• Hendrick’s with Merchant’s Heart Hibiscus with lemon
twist, cucumber ribbon and a pinch of sea salt
• Tanqueray with Merchant’s Heart Light Tonic water with
lemon twist, torn basil and peach slice.
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All speakers are subject to availability.
As usual the event (and delegates as incidental coverage), will be filmed (with additional still photography), for archive and future
educational purposes and Guild social media and will appear on the Guild website.
Delegates will (unless they otherwise notify the organisers) be listed on a delegate list, which will be available to assist networking
opportunities.

9.20 - 9.30

9.30 - 10.00

10.00 - 10.20

Opening remarks and the Gin Guild

A leaf out of your book

Bottling it

Developments in the botanical trade and how, in an expanding
market and with variable climate conditions, one deals with
quality control.

Glass innovation – Bespoke or off the shelf, decoration, size and
the design process. Design trends and innovation. Brand
penetration, line extensions and scalability.

Tommy Haughton
Beacon Commodities Ltd

Nolan Kane
Allied Glass

Ed Pilkington
Grand Rectifier of the Gin
Guild
A warm welcome to this year's
Ginposium, which is taking place
in the magnificent RSA building.
The RSA - the Royal Society for
the encouragement of Industry
Arts Manufacture and Commerce
has existed since 1754 and can
boast famous Fellows such as
Charles Dickens , Benjamin Franklin Professor Stephen
Hawking and … (of ‘Gin Lane’ fame), William Hogarth!
It is appropriate that the Gin Guild is hosting today's
Ginposium in a place dedicated to promoting excellence and
success.
I hope that you all find the sessions to be informative,
stimulating and relevant .
Ed Pilkington

Beacon Commodities are based in the UK and supply
botanicals around the globe to major gin distillers. Beacon is a
Father and Son team, Michael and Tommy Haughton. Michael
has been supplying the Gin Trade since 1983.
Beacon Commodities have a huge range of collectors, farmers
and processors that they buy from around the world bringing
all stocks into their UK warehouse. Their knowledge of gin
botanicals has been built up through years of experience.
Michael and Tommy travel extensively, visiting customers and
suppliers all over the world with the ever-increasing
importance of auditing suppliers of natural and processed
products
Beacon Commodities have been at the forefront of the latest
interest shown in the Gin spirit category, supplying gin
distilleries in 6 continents with botanicals from across the
globe. They are receiving new inquiries almost daily from all
over the world and expect this trend to continue for the time
being.
Tommy and Michael Haughton
www.beaconcommodities.co.uk
+44 1273 844 264 or +44 7900 244 939
Beacon Commodities, Middleton Laine, Westmeston, Sussex,
BN6 8RL, UNITED KINGDOM
tommy@beaconcommodities.co.uk or
michael@beaconcommodities.co.uk

Energetic, passionate and always found with a smile on his
face, Nolan Kane loves experiencing great drinks with great
people in great places. With this passion Nolan tirelessly
strives to bring some of craft’s most exciting and stand out
brands to life, to allow more people to experience them.
Working for Allied Glass Nolan has worked with over 100
breakthrough brands, including BrewDog Spirits, the Lakes
Distillery, Jawbox Gin, Blackwoods, Mason’s of Yorkshire, and
Manchester Gin.
Allied Glass, trusted by the world’s finest brands for 145 years.
Specialising in bespoke glass bottles and decoration.
69 South Accommodation Road, Leeds, LS10 1NQ
Phone: 0113 245 1568 / 0788 570 9336
NKane@allied-glass.com
Instagram: @allied_glass
Twitter: @alliedglassUK

10.20 - 10.40

10.40 - 11.15

11.15 - 11.35

Dark satanic stills?

Coffee and networking

Growing pains

What today are the ‘stills traditionally used for gin? How does
your still design affect your gin? (with samples)

The journey from kitchen to micro distillery. A guide for distillery
startups.

Dr Anne Brock
Bombay Sapphire Distillery

Ben Marston,
Puddingstone Distillery

Educated at Oxford University, Anne achieved a PhD in
Organic Chemistry from St. Catherine’s College before
embarking on a career as a gin distiller.

Founded by husband and wife team Ben and Kate Marston,
Puddingstone Distillery, the first ever gin distillery in
Hertfordshire, opened its doors to the public in November
2016. The development of classic gin styles, albeit with
contemporary twists, a strong sustainability ethos and
collaborations with wildlife and conservation trusts in
alignment with their “outdoors brand”, has led to many
accolades. With a number of International spirits awards, and
recently winner of the 2019 World’s Best Martini Challenge,
this tiny distillery is forging a reputation for innovation and
quality.

During her four years at Bermondsey Gin Ltd she managed the
distillery build in London and took over production of their
two gins from a contract distiller. She was solely responsible
for gin production as well as overseeing the day to day running
of the business.
In 2017 Anne became part of a team in Goa that set up India’s
first craft gin distillery, leading the recipe development of two
gins – Greater Than and Hapusa.
Joining Bombay Sapphire as Master Distiller in September 2017
she now works alongside her team of 16 distillers to produce
Bombay Sapphire, Bombay Dry, Star of Bombay and Oxley. As
part of an innovation team, with Bombay’s Master of
Botanicals, Ivano Tonutti, she is working to build a pipeline of
Limited Editions for Bombay, the first of which was launched
in 2019 - Bombay Sapphire English Estate.
Anne is currently on the board of Directors at the Gin Guild
and will become Grand Rectifier of the Guild in October 2019.

Campfire London Dry Gin, Navy Strength, Barrel Aged and
Old Tom.
Seasonal specials are based around collaborations with
conservation and wildlife trusts.
Puddingstone are the first to use a non-native invasive plant
species as a botanical and this year will be embarking on a
project using juniper cultivated in their home county
Unit 1, Artisan Workshops, P E Mead & Sons Farm Shop
Lower Icknield Way, Wilstone, Tring, Hertfordshire HP23 4NT
T 01442 502033 M 07932 606282
www.puddingstonedistillery.com

flavour guidance
The significant growth in the number of distilleries producing gins
means that there are now a growing and often confusing number
of gin styles and tastes to navigate. A new initiative, launched by
the Gin Guild, is designed to help distillers promote their gin by
reference to the flavour (and not just by reference to price or
packaging).
The Gin Guild, in consultation with over sixty brands, including
representatives from some of the world’s key producers, has
launched a descriptive framework (Gin-Note™), for use by brands.
Gin-Note™ is a standardized flavour profile graphic tool, providing
consumers and retailers alike with a uniform and easy to operate
system for identifying one gin from another based on flavour.
See: https://www.theginguild.com/gin-note/

© The Gin Guild

Gin-Note

™
.com

11.35 - 12.05

Tutored gin tasting
What’s new for 2019? The world of gin is a fast-paced
environment with constant innovation and there have been many
new releases since last year’s Ginposium. This session looks at
some of the more interesting new releases, as well as gin trends
on which to keep an eye. (with samples)
David T. Smith
Summer Fruit Cup

1. Masons G12 Botanically Rich (40.0% ABV)
Masons Distilery, Bedale, Yorkshire
www.g12gin.com
Spirit Base:

Neutral Grain Spirit

Botanicals include: Juniper, Coriander, Angelica, Orris, Almond,
Grapefruit, Lime, Basil

Punchy and Fresh
A sweet juniper led gin, followed by a fresh burst of citrus and Mediterranean
herbs before a long refreshing finish.
Ideal mixer: Premium tonic
Recommended garnish: Lime zest or a mint leaf
Ideal serve: Best served with a premium tonic, plenty of ice and a twist of
lime of fresh mint

Gin competition judge, independent journalist, and founder of
the Craft Distilling Expo.

Juniper

David T. Smith is a drinks writer and gin specialist. He is the
author of “The Craft of Gin”, “How to Make Gin”, and
“Forgotten Spirits and Long-Lost Liqueurs”; other upcoming
titles include “Gin Tonica”, a recipe book on the Spanish-serve
Gin & Tonic, and The Gin Dictionary from Mitchell Beazley.

Floral

David runs the website SummerFruitCup.com, judges for
various international spirits competitions, and works closely
with craft distillers across the world.
david@summerfruitcup.com
www.summerfruitcup.com
www.distillingexpo.com

Citrus

Fruit
Herbal
Spice

2. Alfred the Great (41.3% ABV)
Wessex Distillery, Wessex, UK
www.wessexdistillery.com
Spirit Base:

Neutral Grain Spirit (Wheat)

Botanicals include: Juniper, Angelia, Coriander, Liquorice,
Orange, Lemon

The approach is a combination of a simple graphic and text. It is
designed to provide a consistent approach to describing taste and
flavour in gin.

Elegant and Classic

Gin-Note™, flavour guidance is prepared by brands themselves
using a fixed and consistent framework, alongside their own
branding descriptions, to inform, educate and guide those seeking
to explore the category.

A classic gin with a smooth texture. Dry with crisp juniper. bright citrus and
final, gentle touch of honeyed spice.

To see the gins currently listed with a full Gin-Note™ summary,
please visit: www.theginguild.com/the-ginopedia/gins-with-ginnote/

Citrus

Recommended garnish: Orange twist
Juniper

Floral
Fruit
Herbal

Chervil

Spice

Aniseed

3. Douglas Fir (Botanically Flavoured) Vodka
(41.0% ABV)

5. Pink Mermaid Gin (38.0% ABV)

7. Raspberry Gin (40.0% ABV)

Isle of Wight Distillery,

Warners Distillery

Please note: as this is a vodka there is no Gin-NoteTM score

The Isle of Wight, UK

Harrington, Northamptonshire, UK

Moorland Spirits Company, Northumberland, UK

www.isleofwightdistillery.com

www.warnersdistillery.com

https://moorlandspirit.co

Spirit Base:

Spirit Base:

Spirit Base:

Made using Mermaid Gin steeped with Isle of Wight strawberries

Neutral Grain Spirit

Neutral Grain Spirit

Botanicals include: Douglas Fir

Neutral Grain Spirit

Made using Warner’s London Dry Gin infused with
raspberries, blackberries, and elderflowers.

Vibrant and Jammy
Our gins are crafted with nature on Falls Farm. Made with fresh raspberries,
blackberries and our handpicked hedgerow elderflower.

Smooth and Fruity
Ideal serve: Indian or Lemon tonic Garnished with Strawberries

Ideal mixer: Mediterranean Tonic
Recommended garnish: Garnish with a few blackberries and a sprig of
fresh mint
Ideal serve: For a perfect G&T, serve with Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic
water, garnish with a few blackberries and a sprig of fresh mint

Juniper

Juniper

Citrus

Citrus

A light fruity gin with plump strawberry notes and definite juniper and botanical
backbone.

Floral

Floral

Fruit

Fruit

Herbal

Herbal

Spice

Spice

Raspberry

4. Bombay Sapphire English Estate (41.0% ABV)

6. Cotswolds Aged Hedgerow Gin (38.0% ABV)

8. Creme de Juniper (46.0% ABV)

Laverstoke Mill, Hampshire, UK

Cotswolds Distillery, Shipton-on-Stour, UK

Spirit Works and That Boutique-y Gin Company

http://distillery.bombaysapphire.com

www.cotswoldsdistillery.com

Sebastopol, California, USA

Spirit Base:

Spirit Base:

www.thatboutiqueygincompany.com

Neutral Grain Spirit

Neutral Grain Spirit

Botanicals include: Juniper, Coriander, Angelica, Lemon, Orris,
Liquorice, Cassia, Almond, Cubeb, Grains of
Paradise, Pennyroyal Mint, Rosehip, Hazelnut

Made using Cotswolds Dry Gin steeped with sloes, damsons,
bullace, and blackberries, before being aged for 3-4 months
in STR (re-charred ex-red wine) casks.

Vibrant and Smooth

Nuanced and Berry

Bright citrus notes invigorated with mint create a vibrant gin for the ultinate
summer refreshment.

A rich, complex and enticing spirit, layers of hedgerow fruit, green leaves and
hints of mint and pepper. A balanced sweetness with a dry finish.

Juniper

Juniper

Juniper

Citrus

Citrus

Citrus

Floral

Floral

Floral

Fruit

Fruit

Herbal

Herbal

Spice

Spice

Fruit
Herbal
Spice

Pennyroyal Mint

Spirit Base:

Red Winter Wheat

Botanicals include: Juniper
Aged in an ex-wheat whiskey barrel

Sweet and Woody
A rich and complex and powerful gin liqueur with a luxurious silky texture.
Bold juniper notes with mellow, woody spice.
Ideal serve: Shaken with Ruby Grapefruit Juice

12.05 - 12.45

12.45 - 1.05

1.05 - 2.00

Panel Discussion: Innovation in gin

Structuring Sensory Practices for Excellence in
Gin Quality and Innovation

Lunch and networking

(e.g. low abv, fruit, pink/orange etc.) is good for the category
and will take it to the next level - or it is blurring the lines of
what gin is for consumers?
Chairman: Ed Pilkington Diageo North America and Grand
Rectifier of the Gin GuildWith:
With Industry Panel

Regardless of style, neutrality of base spirit in gin is extremely
important. Off-notes from impurities and/or contamination cause
adverse effect on aroma & flavour profile, consistency and
stability and influence the sensory quality of final products. The
presentation will highlight importance of sensory training and
proficiency validation by practicing retronasal tasting using safeto-taste GMP Pharma-compliant flavour references for sustained
quality and consumer satisfaction.
Evelyne Canterranne
FlavorActiV - The world leader in
beverage sensory for tasting panels and
analytical instruments.

Evelyne Canterranne, EMEA Director at FlavorActiV - The
world leader in beverage sensory for tasting panels and
analytical instruments.
FlavorActiV has been involved with the spirit industry since
2015 and Evelyne has been working along with research
organisations and industry bodies such as SWRI (for whisky)
and WIRSPA (for rum) as well as major spirit companies
developing a sensory programme for the different spirit sectors.
Evelyne is responsible for the market development in Europe,
Middle East and Africa supported by a team in the market in
Russia, Georgia, Serbia and South Africa.
Evelyne is an experienced beer, cider, spirit and non-alcoholic
products sensory trainer. She has delivered over 100 courses
for FlavorActiV in different regions of the world, including at
corporate level, local production level and in the trade.
She has also been a judge in international beer and cider
competitions.

2.00 - 2.20

2.20 - 2.45

Gin-personator!

corporate acquisitions and disposals, Brexit contingency
planning, customs and excise /bonded warehousing
arrangements, franchising, licensing,
endorsement/sponsorship agreements and commercial
contracts to new tech developments and innovation, HFSS,
advertising, marketing & digital media and IP protection and
enforcement issues.

Protecting your brand & IP against look-a-likes and infringers
Ciara Cullen
Partner RPC
RPC is a professional services (law)
firm based in the UK and Asia.

For further information, please contact Ciara.cullen@rpc.co.uk

Ciara Cullen is head of RPC's Food & Drink Group. She
specialises in IP & Technology and has particular experience
assisting clients with the resolution of disputes. On the noncontentious side, Ciara supports clients on the full range of IP
rights including brand protection and counterfeit issues, IP
/tech projects and licensing, sponsorship/endorsement/
influencer arrangements and commercial contracts. Ciara also
provides specialist advice on IP and Tech acquisitions and
disposals.

Ciara's clients range from luxury food & drink brands to FMCG,
retailers, technology, media and insurance companies. Ciara
has been advising clients in the drinks industry for several
years and is regularly quoted in the National press and
industry publications, such as The Times, The Guardian, The
Drinks Business and The Spirits Business, speaking on issues
affecting the industry. Ciara is dual qualified in England and
the Republic of Ireland and her expertise is recognised in the
specialist IP directories World Trade Mark Review and IP Stars.
RPC is an innovative professional services firm, providing a full
business law service to UK and international clients across a
wide range of industry sectors. With over 300 lawyers in
London, Bristol, Hong Kong, and Singapore – and as a foundermember of the global network TerraLex – RPC offers a
seamless service in more than 100 jurisdictions.
RPC’s multi-disciplinary Food & Drink Group understands the
challenges of the industry and works closely with clients to
deliver on their objectives in this constantly evolving
environment. We advise industry clients on everything from

www.rpc.co.uk
Ciara Cullen, Partner RPC
+44 20 3060 6244 ciara.cullen@rpc.co.uk

&
&

Innovation and Educators clear the path for
imitators and disrupters
Tom Warner
Warner’s Distillers
Ranked No. 6 in The 2018 Sunday
Times/Virgin Atlantic Fast Track 100
league table of Britain’s 100 private
companies with the fastest-growing
sales over their latest three years.
Real craft is more than a sticker on a bottle. It’s dirty hands,
hard work, full hearts, and a deep love of the land. It’s coming
to work every day with a smile on your face and a fire in your
belly to make uncompromising, epic gin. Real craft means
graft. Real craft keeps you humble.
We started in 2012 on our beautiful family farm, with no idea
what we were getting ourselves into. We began with the things
that matter most and a dream to save the world from mediocre
gin. We ended up stripping the industry back to its roots: we
became gin farmers.
Our gin is crafted with nature. We draw water from our spring,
grow the botanicals, and collect fresh honey from our own
beehives. We try to keep things local and, as custodians of the
land, we harvest with a respect for nature and the community.
As we go, we try to give back more than we take: re-sow,
replant, rebuild.

When it’s time to distil, we question, experiment and invent
epic gins, including some never imagined before. We do it in
small batches in our gorgeous bespoke copper stills, Curiosity
and Satisfaction. We have a lot of fun and think outside the
bottle.

2.45 - 3.15
This is how, after years of planning and months of
experimentation, we created our first, award-winning London
Dry Gin. Then we pushed further, forging new gins… and whole
new categories of gin. Creating world firsts, like our sweet,
tangy rhubarb gin.
Our gut is our guide, and nature our inspiration.
So, raise a glass with us: to craft, to the land, to laughter and
loved ones. In the end, those are the things that matter most!

Gordon’s Alive!
2019 is the 250th anniversary for Tanqueray Gordon & Co’s iconic
gin. A commentary on its recipe for success.
Terry Fraser,
Diageo Master Distiller
and
Joanne McKerchar
Diageo Senior Archivist

Tom Warner, Founder
Warner’s Distillery Ltd
Falls Farm, High Street, Harrington, NN6 9NU

www.warnersdistillery.com

Photo by Tom Bunning

01536 710 623

Terry Fraser is GORDON’s gin Master Distiller, managing
everything from sourcing botanicals through to distillation and
worldwide supply. From grain to glass, bush to bottle; Terry is
the guardian and custodian of the GORDON’S recipe and has
vowed to never compromise on the high-quality standards that
Alexander Gordon himself set 250 years ago.
Terry started work on the Gordon’s bottling line and today, 36
years on, he manages the whole distillery, creating awardwinning GORDON’s gin using centuries old gin recipes. Terry
and his team source the finest neutral spirt for crispness and
pride themselves on sourcing only the best quality botanicals
from across the world to produce the bold, juniper forward and
zesty notes of GORDON’S that is loved the world over.
Joanne McKerchar completed her Master’s Degree in Archives
and Records Management at the University of Liverpool. She
joined the largest and most influential spirits archive in the
world, Diageo. Now armed with over a decade of experience
she is both the Senior Archivist and an Industry Expert on the
history of Gin & Malts, referenced in numerous articles and
books.
She has spent the last 14 years cultivating the Diageo Gin
collection, studying its history, and becoming a true expert in
all things gin.
Fuelled by a thirst for knowledge, Jo can often be found at the
various Diageo Distilleries, working with the distillers to fully

understand the distillation process, and the craft that goes in
to making the Diageo Gins.
Today Jo continues to inspire her colleagues and industry peers
with the histories of Diageo’s gin brands. It’s something she
does with true passion, and every day poses new challenges. Jo
never knows what the day will bring, but she loves nothing
more than to share her knowledge over a good Gin & Tonic!

3.15 - 3.50

3.50 - 4.20

Coffee and networking

Striking the balance between creativity and
compliance.
With increasing numbers of complaints about small and
independent gins, it is more important than ever to stay on the
right side of the Codes. The Portman Group will give a guide to
navigating the rules and regulations for alcohol marketing in the
UK. They will show how to access the free Advisory Service and
Guidance Notes, which can help producers be less likely to be
subject to an upheld complaint – leaving them free to distil great
gins and grow their companies.
Alistair Taylor, Compliance Manager
The Portman Group.

The Portman Group is the self-regulatory body for the alcohol
industry in the UK. Since its inception more than 25 years ago,
it has set high standards for the naming, packaging and
promotion of alcoholic drinks. Portman has received increasing
numbers of complaints about gins sold by small and
independent producers. Portman is keen to engage these
producers to let them know about the rules and regulations
around alcohol marketing in the UK. It believes that if
producers are aware of Codes of Practice then their marketing
is more likely to be compliant and less likely to be subject to an
upheld complaint – leaving them free to distil great gins and
grow their companies.
Alistair joined the Portman Group in June 2013.
As Compliance Manager, he is responsible for encouraging and
facilitating Code compliance as well as managing the training
programme. He is responsible for stakeholder engagement,
with recent focus being on encouraging new brewers and
distillers to use the Portman Group’s free Advisory Service and
guidance notes.

Alistair has previously worked in both compliance and copy
advice roles at the Advertising Standards Authority and
Committee of Advertising Practice. Before joining the ASA,
Alistair worked as a news reporter on papers in West London.
Alistair Taylor, Compliance Manager
Portman Group, 4th Floor, 20 Conduit Street,
London, W1S 2XW
Tel: 020 7290 1460 (switchboard)
Twitter: @portmangroup
www.portmangroup.org.uk

4.20 - 4.50

Ripsnorter:
The gin view from Australia (with samples)
Stuart Gregor
Four Pillars Distillery, Australia

Stuart Gregor is co-founder of Four Pillars Gin, Australia’s No.1
craft spirits business, whose gins are now available in more
than 20 markets around the world. Before creating Four Pillars
in 2013 Stu was a drinks industry veteran having run leading
marketing firm Liquid Ideas for almost 20 years, written
several wine guides, judged wine shows, made wines alongside
Cameron Mackenzie (his chief collaborator in Four Pillars) and
advised many of the best known drinks, food and travel brands
in the world. He has been President of the Australian Distillers
Association since 2014
Four Pillars is a small Australian distillery in the Yarra Valley.
It has five different gins, multiple gold medals at international
spirits competitions and a brand new distillery operation and
tasting bar.

4.50 - 6.20
The story starts back in 2013 when the founders embarked on a
tour of the US West Coast, from Portland down to San
Francisco, identifying distilling techniques and equipment that
they admired. What stood out above all was that all the gins we
loved on our trip were made in a Carl still. 18 months later,
they took delivery of their own custom-built still from Carl of
Germany, called her Wilma (after Cameron’s beautiful but
explosively tempered late mother). Wilma turned out to be
amazing, drawing extraordinary botanical flavour from a
combination of rare, native and traditional botanicals.

Wilma delivers an unbelievable purity of spirit (the gin comes
out at 93.5% ABV) despite our unique approach of distilling
our benchmark Rare Dry Gin with fresh, juicy biodynamic and
highly-aromatic oranges. Wilma has now been joined by her
larger sister Jude, and by her significantly smaller sister Eileen
- both also made by Carl.
From Rare Dry Gin to Barrel Aged Gin to Navy Strength Gin to
Orange Marmalade (made with the oranges that make the gin)
everything Four Pillars does is designed to elevate the craft of
distilling in Australia.
.

Gin & Tonic and networking
A selection of gin and mixer options - but you need to hand in
your completed FEEDBACK form to get served!

The Gin Guild would like to thank the members who have
supplied gin for this evening and Merchant's Heart mixers, who
have provided the mixers for the event.
Merchant's Heart is a range of seven spirit enhancers - the next
big thing in premium mixers. The range includes Tonic Water,
Light Tonic Water, Pink Peppercorn Tonic, Floral Aromatics
Tonic, Hibiscus, Ginger Ale and Soda Water. The spirit
enhancers are designed to bring out the great flavours in
premium spirits - enhancing, not masking the carefully crafted
botanicals and flavours. Merchant's Heart is all about flavour creating great tasting mixed drinks with their unique range of
liquids.

• Photography notice
There will be still & filmed photography of this event.
The Gin Guild ("the Company") will be undertaking
photography at this event and attendees are deemed to
have granted exclusive permission to the Company to use
and store any of the photographs throughout the world for
any of its purposes in all and any media, including, without
limitation, in the Company's printed publications,
presentations, promotional materials, or on the Company's
website, in its original format or edited or altered in any
way which the Company acting reasonably at all times
deems appropriate.
• The filmed footage of today’s event will initially appear in
the Gin Guild Member only section. The films will then be
made available to non-members in January 2020 - on the
launch of the 2020 Ginposium programme.
• Copies of the slides used today will appear in the open area
of the website shortly after the event.
www.theginguild.com

© The Gin Guild Limited 2019
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being made.
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Advance Notice
Gin Guild Autumn
Installation and
Worshipful Company of
Distillers Banquet
Mansion House, London
Friday 11 October 2019

For Guild information and
further details, please contact:
Nicholas Cook
Director General The Gin Guild
The Gimlet 199 New London Road
Chelmsford Essex CM2 0AE England
Telephone: 020 33 97 27 37
+44 20 33 97 27 37
Email: nicholas.cook@theginguild.com
www.theginguild.com

Exclusive to Guild members and their guests.
The Autumn Mansion House installation is an occasion to
remember. For those who have not experienced a City of
London formal function, with the traditions and ceremonies
of the City of London and of both the Gin Guild and the
Worshipful Company of Distillers, it is an unforgettable
experience.
The Gin Guild installation is held in the late afternoon,
before the Board of the Gin Guild, in the Old Ballroom at
The Mansion House, in front of invited guests and
colleagues and Guild members.
Before and after the ceremony, members of the Guild old
and new, and their guests, share in a gin bar. They are able
to sample the spirit alongside the conviviality of Guild
membership.
In early evening the group then joins the Guild’s parent
company, the Worshipful Company of Distillers, its members
and their guests, at their formal reception in the reception
hall.
After the reception all take their places for the Banquet
(a formal dinner) in the world famous banqueting hall, the
Egyptian Room (pictured).

Please contact nicholas.cook@theginguild.com
for more details and reservations. A full brochure
is available for this event on request.

The Gin Guild is the trading name of The Gin Guild Limited
Company Number: 08148932
Registered Office: 1 The Sanctuary Westminster Abbey Parliament Square London SW1P 3JT

